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g With the mouse or using the 
direction arrows of your computer's 
keyboard, it's quick and easy to 
browse a patch bank. The patch 
selection on the synth is set 
accordingly in real time. The current 
position is highlighted in the list. The 
bottom of the page gives an overview 
of the main sound parameters and 
are editable. 

SLots of creative functions are 
available in this view :  patch init (in 4 
different methods), patch rename, 
patch reorganization, mix 2 patches 
together to create a new sound, 
unload a patch as a sysex file, load a 
sysex file (single patch or a full bank), 
manage midi clock, … 

C+DE ++  
Patch bank browser 



l This page displays all the sound 
parameters of a patch and let them 
edit all. Use the midi learn function to 
assign the sound parameters you 
want to your control surface, 
preferably those hidden in menus. 
This allow you create sounds in an 
intuitive way, without using menus on 
the synth's front panel, all in real 
time, and while playing. 

h C+DE++ remains synced with 
the synth in real time by the mean of 
sysex dialog. All edits are captured 
and replicated to the synth, several 
times by second. Thanks to Studio 
electronics to have equipped the 
C.O.D.E with a fast and stable MIDI 
engine. 
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C+DE ++  
Patch rename function 

C   No need to stress the Q knob of 
your synth to rename a patch (or a 
multi). You can simply do it using your 
computer’s keyboard. And in case you 
are not inspired for a new name, 
C+DE++ can propose you millions of 
unique names. 
 

^ Icing on the cake, lowercases are 
allowed !  
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MIDI map function 

s Each of the 144 sound parameters 
of the C.O.D.E are assignable to MIDI 
CC. 
 

D  This page gives an overview of the 
parameters assigned to MIDI CC. It 
allows to cancel assignment or to 
retrieve the parameter corresponding 
to the knob you are currently using on 
your control surface with a dynamic 
color change. 



y  As for a patch bank, browsing a 
multi bank is quick and easy. The 
multi selection on the synth is made 
accordingly in real time. The current 
position is highlighted in the list. The 
multi parameters are displayed at the 
bottom of the page and are editable 
in real time. 

, No need to use the front panel 
and the menus of your synth to build 
a multi. Use the midi learn function to 
assign the multi parameters to your 
control surface, that's it. You are now 
able to explore and tweak the patch 
combinations offered by this powerful 
function.  And all in real time. 
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MIDI map function 

$ Multi parameters are all 
assignable to MIDI CC. 
 

v Yes, with C+DE++ , build a multi 
without using the front panel of your 
synth, is possible ! 



>  An overview of all the user 
commands available … 
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Help screen 



ask for a demo version to 

getmoreofyourcode@free.fr 


